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MR. GREGORYS. JACOBS: Our first speakerwill be DickRobertsonwho is
executive vice presidentand chief financialofficer at lincoln Nationallife Insurance
Company. He will be foUowedby Rob Smithen, seniorvice presidentand chief
financialofficer of Manulife. Our final presenterwill be Dan McCarthy, a consulting
actuary with Milliman& Robertson in New York.

MR. RICHARD S. ROBERTSON: Forabout 15 years, my company, Uncoln National
life InsuranceCompany, has been usinga seriesof risk-basedcapital formulas as a
tool in managing oursurplusand in managingthe way we allocatesurplus among our
operatingunits. After we had been doing so for a few years, I publisheda paper
describing our formula, why we developed it, some of the background as to how we
did, and how we used it. The paper also discussed how formulas might be used in
broader contexts, including the regulatory context. My reasons for publishing the
paper were mainly because I believed that the profession needed to give the subject
more attention, that life insurance companies did not have enough information or
theory to judge what type of leveraging was appropriate, and it would be desirable to
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begin to introduce some ideas that people could argue with, could use to build on so
that we could begin to develop better skills as actuaries in evaluating the kinds of
risks we deal with in the life insurance environment. I think in retrospect it's turned
out quite well. The process has developed not a whole lot differently than I thought
it might when I first published the paper. In particular, I am not at all surprised that
we are at the point now where regulators are using, are asking for, and have devel-
oped a formula that they are using as a tool in managing insurance companies, and I
think it's a very healthy development.

The last two or three years have been very active years from the perspective of
surplus management. Three or four years ago, our customers were much more
interested in price than security. They were not willing to pay significant amounts for
companies that had low leverage. And as such, the kinds of surplus standards that
we were using at that time were based on an environment that made appropriate a
much higher degree of leverage than is appropriatetoday. Today our customers are
very interested in security. They want to deal with companies that have low degrees
of leverage and that have favorable ratings, and they're willing to pay for that kind of
security. Under those circumstances, we have been reevaluating the surplus targets
that we have been striving for. _would say as a general rule that any target that was
appropriate for four years ago is no longer appropriate today. Higher surplus targets
are desirable and needed.

During this same period of time, the rating agencies, particularly Moody's and
Standard & Poor's, have basically downgraded the entire industry. I believe that
those two organizations have been totally irresponsible in the way they have been
performing the last two years. They have not maintainedconsistencyof rating over
time. Becauseof their actions, the publicbelievesthat the life insuranceindustry is
more risky,more highly leveraged today than it was four or f'Ne yearsago. That is
completely false. Infact, the reverseis true. We are a much stronger industry today
than we were four or five years ago, and if consistent rating standards were applied
over this period of time, companies would be receiving upgrades in substantial
quantity rather than downgrades. I also do not believe the quality of the current
ratings is better than it was two years ago. That is, I do not think that the rating
agencies have learned from their experience the last two years. Here I should qualify
that I'm talking about the two t mentioned. I think on the other hand, an organization
like this is much better today than it was a few years ago. I think it has improved
considerably in its skill at differentiating and appropriately ranking companies.

The main thing I want to talk about though is the issue of how we, as surplus
managers, as risk managers, should react to the introduction of regulatory standards
with regard to risk-based capital. To what extent shouldthe formula that is being
developed influence the way we perform as companies? A lot of discussiontook
place in the earliersessionon Evaluatingthe Adequacy of Capital about the inappropri-
ateness of usingcapital ratiosbased on the current formula as a method for ranking
company security. I didn't hear a lot of detailed discussionsas to exactly why that's
the case, other than the very practical reasons,but I think that the reason why it is
inappropriateis somethinglike this. The formula is a good formula. It's far better
than anything that has been used inthe publicdomain in the past. Many of its
limitations result from the fact that it must be completely objective and it must use
completely objective information,generally publiclyavailable information. That puts a
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lot of constraints on it, but it does a pretty good job of evaluating the exposure of
companies to a fairly significant list of risks to which we are exposed.

Some parts of the formula work better than others. I think the C-1 parts of the
formula are quite good. The C-3 is much more complicated, much more difficult to
evaluate. Without really getting into a company's cash-flow projections and testing,
one cannot really come up with a good measure of how exposed a company is to
C-3 risks. But given the constraints under which it operates, the formula does as
good a job as perhaps might be possible.

There are many risks that the formula either does not measure at all or does not
measure well. Now for a company whose surplus level is somewhere near the
100% level that the formula is targeting, perhaps it does a pretty good job of sorting
out the good from the bad. But once you get up to a certain level, and I don't know
whether that level is 110%, or 120%, or 150%, but somewhere above the minimum
level, the risk of a company failing because of the kinds of things that the surplus
formula is designed to measure is very, very small. The differences in risk exposure
of companies will come from those things the formula does not measure. Thus, it is
entirely possible for a company with a 200% ratio to be in a less secure position than
a company with a 130% ratio. The example that kept being tossed around was
200% and 100%. I'm not sure I want to generalize that far, but I think once you get
above a certain level, it is indeed theoretically inappropriate to use the formula as a
way of making distinctions between the risk security of companies. The things that
will make a difference are the things that the formula does not measure.

The rating agencies will have an interesting challenge as to how they use the formula.
I would expect that the rating agencies will use the company's ratio of surplus to
target surplus on the formula as one of the tools they have for evaluating security.
And indeed it has to be, because a company that is below the 100% level clearly has
some very serious strategic management issues, it has to deal with. Even if the
formula itself were not an accurate measure of surplus, the companies would be
subject to regulatory supervision, and companies that are near the 100% level are
subject to the risk of falling below the 100% level. I would hope that the rating
agencies won't do what we were cautioning about and try to make distinctions
between well-kept capitalized companies based on that ratio. I don't think they will.
In a sense they can't, because if a rating agency were to take the positionthat this is
the primary factor that distinguishesbetween the rate capabilitiesof companies, it
wouldn't have anything to do. it would have no mission. I think their own self-
interest is going to be to focus their energy on identifyingthe thingsthat the formula
does not measure and on identifyingdifferences in rate characteristicsthat go beyond
the things that are covered by the risk-basedcapitalformula. They may indeed
develop amplificationson the formula of their own, although t think historicallythe
formulas they currentlyuse arevery, very poor, and the NAIC formula will be a
quantum improvement for all of the agencies.

The question now is to what extent a company shouldmanage affairsso as to
improve its measure by the NAIC formula. I would dividecompanies into three
groups. Companiesthat are below the minimum clearly have as their number one
priority correctingthat situation. The NAIC proposaltalks about a phasing-inof the
requirements. It has not anticipated lowering the boom the day after the statements
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come in, but it's a practical matter. Companies that are below the level will be under
immediate and critical pressure to fix that in a hurry. No matter what happens, that
will become public information very quickly, and those companies will be in a very
difficult position to try to sell life insurance in that environment. So cleerly the first
group of companies are those where correcting the surplus situation must be the
number one priority.

The second group of companies would be those that are above the minimum, but not
comfortably above. Again I can't tell you where you draw the line between the
companies that are and are not comfortably above the limit, but these are companies
that will need to continually be concerned that adverse conditions might push them
below the limit. Perhaps even more seriously, their customers, their agents, and the
rating agencies, will all be looking over their shoulders to determine if adverse activity
or developments would push the company below the level. So these companies also
will be under severe pressure to improve their situation, but they may have a little bit
more time than the companies in the first category.

The third group of companies includes the companies that are comfortably above the
minimum. I think we all recognize that it is inappropriate to make judgments of these
companies based on relative ratios in the formula. The key issue for these companies
ought to be to manage their affairs so as to keep them out of the first and second
groups. The proper strategy for management of these companies' surplus may well
be to analyze all the things that could happen to the company that would move them
significantly closer to the line and to develop a surplus cushion so as to protect them
against such activity.

In other words, I think we will continue to have target surplus formulas for our
company that will look much like the present formula, I think our current level of
target surplus will continue to be appropriate; it is comfortably above the line. We will
probably make some adjustments so as to reduce discrepancies between the formula
we use as a company and the NAIC formula. For example, it seems to me that we
ought to use the same asset classifications to the extent we can to simplify matters.
I would also be concerned if there were a particular class of business where the
element of our formula that applied to that business was lower than the NAIC formula
or maybe only a little bit higher because of the implications that a major shift in
business might cause with respect to our overall equity position. But beyond that, I
think the primary focus of our surplus management should be to keep us comfortably
above the minimum level.

The next issue I want to discuss involves what companies can do to manage their
surplus level relative to the NAIC formula. The formula is by no means perfect; it is
arbitrary in many respects. It doesn't cover all the risks by any means, and there are
and always will be opportunities for companies to take advantage of limitations of the
formula, to game the formula if you will. Some companies have done that with
respect to existing valuation rules often to their detriment, and I'm sure we will find
that companies will look for opportunities to take advantage of things that weren't
anticipated when the formula was developed. As you might expect, my recommen-
dation is that companies strenuously avoid the use of mickey mouse techniques to
manage their surplus position. There are a number of professional and practical
reasons for this recommendation. From a practical perspective, we are going to have
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all kinds of organizations looking for that kind of thing, including the rating agencies,
the regulators, and the public in general. Companies are going to get caught, and
there's going to be far more damage done to companies identified as abusing the
system than if they simply managed their affairs properly in the first place. Perhaps
even more importantly, there's the professional matter that our job and the company's
job as fiduciaries should be to manage the affairs so as to provide the degree of
protection desired for policyholders and to realistically communicate what it's doing to
the public at large. So I urge companies to put away the mickey mouse ears.

What can companies do to manage their surplus positions? Well, I'm sure that's
going to get a lot of attention over the next few months and probably over the next
few years, and I can only give a sample of ideas that the companies will be looking
at. Clearly one of the quickest things that can be done would be to improve the
posture of the investment portfolio, particulady the extended company may have
liquidity in the portfolio. Improving the quality, reducing the exposure to junk bonds,
reducing the exposure to mortgages to the extent companies can find markets for
mortgages, all of these things can have the favorable effect of reducing the amount
of required surplus companies would need and therefore improve their positions. I'm
sure companies will do that. There will also be companies that will do all they can to
realize capital gains while keeping the capital losses on their books. That comes fairly
close to the mickey mouse area, but even worse, it's very wasteful, because it will
tdgger capital gains taxes without improving the financial condition of the company.

As for things that can be done on the liability side, some of them will take longer as
companies can critically examine the nature of the products that are being sold and
build into those products features that will reduce the exposure, reduce the require-
ments of the formula, and thereby improve the leverage. For example, putting a
surrender charge in a deferred annuity would reduce the surplus required for that
product by half. Incidentally, that does identify one way to game the formula. The
formula does not say how big a surrender charge is required, and I imagine there will
be companies that will have 1% or 0.5% expense charges in there for no other
reason than to reduce the surplus requirements for the products. I expect that a
reinsurance market will be developed that is designed to shed capacity or to spread
business around to companies that have capacity. Here there are a number of ways
to do it, some good and some bad.

Reinsurers will provide whatever kind of coverage companies want to buy; I think I
can speak with some authority on that. They will charge according to the amount of
risk the reinsurer is being asked to assume. It is entirely possible to design a reinsur-
ance agreement that would shed the premium without shedding the risk or shed the
assets without shedding the dsk. And if the formula doesn't apply to that business
without adjustment, it will give the appearance that the company's financial strength
has improved, whereas in reality it has not. That is an example of the kind of thing
that I would put in the mickey mouse category, and I think it is the kind of thing that
will be identified in the long run to be counterproductive. On the other hand, it is
possible to reinsure business where the reinsurer shares equally in the risks of the
business with the company that's writing the business. In that case, I believe it is
entirely appropriate that the company reduce its risk requirements proportionately.
One of the challenges will be to help the uninformed public distinguish between those
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two types of risk, especiallywhen any given transaction will probablybe somewhere
between the extremes.

In the final analysis,the only way a company can improve its riskpositionin the long
term is to either raise more capital or earn more capital. Stock companies can, of
course, sellmore stock, or in many casescan leverageat the holdingcompany by
incurringdebt, paying that debt as capital contributionsinto the operating company,
and thereby improve the financialstrengthof the operatingcompany itself. As was
pointedout, the rating agencieswill lookat the degree of leverageof the parent,
recognizingthat a highly-leveregedparent will put very severe capitaldemands on the
operatingcompany, and that's appropriate. Even in the case of the stock company,
people are not going to buy the stock or loan money and investors are not going to
put money into an organizationunlessthey have a very highprospect of getting it out
with a proper return. So in that respect, a stock companydoes not differ from a
mutual company. In the long run,the only way to developcapital is to earn it. I
believethat the introductionof the risk-basedcapitalwill be a factor that will put
favorablepressureon the marginsof our business. I think ourcustomers want more
security,and they're willing to pay for it. I think it's one of our responsibilitiesas
company management to buildthat additionalequity for them.

MR, ROBERTM. SMITHEN: I'm going to follow on from what Dickhad to say and
go into a little more detail about how Manulife manages its capitalposition. Before I
get into our capital management, I will outline the regulatory environment in Canada
and talk a bit about risk-basedcapital in Canada. First, I will define capital because
it's not a term that's intuitive, and it's not perhaps clear to all actuarieswhat capital
is; sometimesdebt and capitalare confused. I will alsotalk about what makes a
capital management policy, and then I will talk about how Manulife is, in fact, utilizing
those criteriato develop its own policy.

it's importantthat you get some perspectiveon my company, becauseI'm goingto
be talking about it specifically. We are a large Canadiancompany with $34-35 billion
in assets, so we are subject to Canadianregulatorystandards. Most of our business
is done outsideCanada - in the U.S., in the U.K., and in six territoriesin Pacific Asia.
We are subject to regulationof Canadaon a worldwide basis, in additionto being
subjectto all the regulationsof each of the territorieswe operate in. As well as
operating in these different territories,we alsohave differentkinds of businesses. We
do all the kindsof life businessesyou'd expect and money businessesin these
variousterritories, pluswe own five trust companies that are akin to U.S. savingsand
loans. We alsoown a bank in the U.K., a piece of a mutual fund operation, and a
pieceof a real estate brokeragecompany. We have a largereinsuranceoperation and
all sorts of exotica there, so capitalmanagement is a complex problem in a company
as complicated as ours. I know many of your companiesdon't have quite the
complexity, but many of you do have multiple linesof business,so when I talk about
the kindsof problems we're facing, I hope you'll be able to recognizethe same kinds
of problemsin your own shops.

To say that the external environment is undergoingchange in Canada is the under-
statement of the century. We have a new financialservicesact in Canada that came
into effect on June 1, 1992. Underthat act, effectively all the financialinstitutions -
banks, Canadiantrust companies,and life insurancecompanies- basicallycan do
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each other's business. We allcan own each other; everybody can selleverybody
else's products. The banks have some restriction on retailing insurance through their
branches, but they will get around that eventually, and basically everybody's in
everybody else's business.

For the life insurance companies, we have a lot more freedom. We will operate under
"prudent man" investment rules rather than specific rules. We can do commercial
lending and things we haven't been able to do before. Mutual companies can now
demutualize. They haven't been able to do that in the past. Mutual companies
interestingly enough can raise capital, not in the form of common equity, but in the
form of preferred shares and subordinated debt. So we can now go to the markets,
if there's a market that wants us, and that's a serious question. The role of the
appointed actuary has been enhanced tremendously in the legislation; we're the
safeguards of the financial condition of the company. It's up to us to not only report
on the financial condition, but if things are being done imprudently by senior manage-
ment, we report on it to them, to our boards, and to the regulator in the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI). There's a tremendous amount of
responsibility on the appointed actuaries in Canada to do everything they can to
ensure that financial decisions are good ones.

While allthis is going on, we've changed the entire basis of financial reporting in
Canada to a GAAP basis. The key change there is in the reserve methodology in
Canada. We're now on what's called a policy premium reserve method, which is
analogous to a gross premium reserve, where the assumptions, often pricing assump-
tions, are the best estimate with a margin to cover adverse deviation. The margins
are governed according to technique papers coming out from our professional body,
the CIA, and are subject to peer review by the CIA as well.

The OSFI regulators said all this was okay, provided certain things happened. One
condition dealt with peer review, technique papers, and professional standards.
Second was the development of minimum continuing capital and surplus requirements
(MCCSR) in Canada. (That's U.S. risk-based capital.) Also, in Canada, as of this
year, the appointed actuaries have to report to the boards and to managements on
the financial conditions of the companies today and for the next five years under their
best-estimate assumptionsof the future and underten certain prescribedscenarios.
Most of these scenariosare adverse scenarios- shockingchangesto interest rates,
mortality, etc. it's a busy time and a very important time. We're learningmuch
about the financialconditionsof our companies. In the end, I think it will strengthen
the financialpositionof our companies. However, it's not easy.

Just what are the MCCSR rulesin Canada? Basicallythe concept is identicalto what
Cande Olsentalked about at an earliersessionfor the U.S. There's availablecapital,
and there's requiredcapital. The requiredcapital is a function of the C-1, C-2, and
C-3 mortality and morbiditycomponents. There's no C-4 component in Canada.
Also, there's no formula that links them together; we just add them all up. I should
say I reallycongratulatethe U.S. committee that developed the formula. I think
there's a strongertheoreticalbase behindthe U.S. formula than the Canadianone.
The Canadianformulas were largelydone by "gut feel." They were developedby
actuaries, of whom I was one, but there was a lot of subjectivityin them. Now
they've been in placefor a few yearsand seem to be standing up, but they are
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different than the U.S. factors, t think in some areas we've done a little bit better

than the U.S., perhaps. We thought through some of the problems that were
mentioned, and we've incorporated many of those into our formula already.

The definition of available capital is quite complicated in Canada and includes things
that would not count as capital in the United States. We start from a base of our
surplus account and add in all the capital elements that you could raise extemally
such as common equity, preferreds, and subordinated debt. Because of the unique
way we account for capital gains in Canada, we add in 100% of the realized gains
on stock and real estate. These gains count as capital to the extent that they haven't
been amortized in our financial statements. A portion of the unrealized gains on stock
also counts as capital. So when you get into capital management techniques in
Canada, realizing gains on stock and real estate is a very big issue. Also, there are
reductions to capital, notably to the extent that there are negative reserves or cash
value deficiencies; 100% of the former and 50% of the latter reduce available capital.

There is a formula in place for use by the industry guaranty fund association,
CompCorp, which is operated by the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association
(CLHIA), a counterpart to the U.S. ACLI. The MCCSR formula is employed, however,
the regulators have not yet adopted that formula, and there is no regulatory formula
yet in place. There will be a regulatory formula by the end of 1992, and we expect it
to be very similar to the one currently in place for use with CompCorp.

Some of the key issues under dispute may be issues for the U.S. as well, particularly
the very, very complex issue of the treatment of subsidiaries. It's one thing to treat
life insurance subsidiaries on a consolidated basis, which we both do, but how do you
treat nonlife insurance subsidiaries? Most importantly, how do you handle goodwill?
Is goodwill an asset? Does it count or doesn't it? It won't very likely count in
Canada, but it's a big issue for a company with subsidiaries. The most obvious factor
to question in the C-1 right now is mortgages.

What is capital? It may seem obvious. For those of you who have taken finance
courses, you know capital has to have one of the following characteristics: It has to
be permanent, it has to have freedom from mandatory fixed eamings charges, and/or
it has to have a subordinatedlegalpositionto policyholdersor creditors. So if you
look at common equity, it's got allof those. Becauseof that, in Canada, It's called
tier-1 capital, and it has a littlehigherranking in terms of availabilityof usagethan
certain other piecesof capItal that only have one of thesecharacteristics. A balance
sheet shows assetsand liabilities. On the right side, ranked in terms of who gets
what when, the liabilities(includingannuity liabilitiesthat some may not call liabilities)
are ranked first. If a company gets into financialtrouble, those policyholderswill gat
first call on the money. Then you get into debt that is not capital. These are just
general obligationsof the company - commercial paper and certain term debt that
does not count as capital.

In Canada, we have two kindsof capital - tier-1 and tier-2. For those of you who
are used to banks, the internationalrulesfor banksoutline tier-1 and tier-2 capital.
Canada has utilized those definitionsfor availablecapitaluses for all its financial
institutions. Tier-1 capital has all the elements of permanence,subordinationof rights,
etc., so common shares and surplusare tier-1 capital. Subordinateddebt and certain
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preferred shares are tier-2 capital. This is important in our environment, because there
are restrictions as to the amount of tier-2 capital you can have in addition to tier-1
capital.

Next, I'd like to talk about what's happening regarding capital management at
Manulife. Interestingly enough, we haven't had a capital management policy in place
anytime in our history of nearly 110 years. We're putting one in place now. What
we have had is a lot of emphasis on earnings and, of course, earnings are certainly
interrelated with capital. However, they're not identical. It is important not just to
manage earnings but to manage capital.

At Manulife, we've essentially managed earnings and, consequently, at least to some
degree, we have managed capital in three ways. First, we've spent a lot of time
trying to cull out pieces of business that weren't core to our operation. Historically,
we've operated internationally, and we've been selling off pieces of our international
operation that aren't critical to us. We've gotten out of certain lines of business that
are ancillary to us, and we've done it in a way that's been, I think, constructive for
our policyholdersand faidy easy so far. So, number one is to get out of businesses
you don't want to be in.

Number two is to strong, centralfinancialtargets - with teeth if they're not met. The
corporate office has gotten quite tough on our operatingdivisioninterms of meeting
the assumptionsthey buildinto their pricing. Many years ago, we set pricing targets
for allour operating divisions. There are two targets for each product we sell. One is
a return on investment measure. The other measure is a premium margin, or an
interest margin measure. We are insisting,since ouroperatingdivisionshave essen-
tially total leeway in settingthe assumptionsthey price for, that they meet those
assumptions. We've given them a little time to get on side, but the theory is cleady
that if you meet your assumptionson your new businessover time, your eamings will
be fine and you'll replenishyour capital. We view that as a very criticalearnings
management, consequently a capitalmanagement, technique.

Number three is something many have done, and I guess it's a function of the first.
We've been very carefulin terms of managing our surplusstrain,not only by getting
out of certain businesses,but also by stressingthose linesof businessthat appearto
us to givethe best return. Now I say that on the one hand, and on the other hand,
we have not been very good at slowing down growth in territories. We haven't
made decisions about allowingsometo grow faster than others. We said basically
that everybody has to meet minimum targets. You meet those minimumtargets,
you'll get your capital.

We now find that isn't good enough. We have to go further. We have decided that
we need a capital management policy. It's not good enoughto just talk about those
elements I just mentioned. So we started thinking about this last year and tried to
decide what a capital management policy is. First of all, you have to define what
capital measure you're going to use. Once you have your measure, you have to set
a target. What target is appropriate? Everybody thinks if you use a risk-based
capital, 100% isn't right. Is 200% right? Who knows? Once you get your target
for the total company, how do you go about allocating it to the operating business
units inside the company, or do you? Then, how do you set targets for them, and
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how do you make sure that the sum of the parts add up to the whole and things
don't fall through the cracks? It's all got to be controlled, or you're going to do
something wrong. Then you have the question of whether you should go to the
outside markets. Next, how do you measure this beast once you have it defined?

In terms of what capital measures are appropriate, you can use your statutory assets
less liabilities, and you can use GAAP, and remember in Canada they're essentially the
same. You can go to a more sophisticated measure called a net worth measure,
which takes an adjusted statutory capital and adds the present value of future profits
on your inforce business. It may or may not add the present value of future profits
on new business as well. Then, of course, there are all the risk-basad capital
measures. Canada has the MCCSR; the U.S. has the NAIC measure. The rating
agencies have their own measures, and some companies have developed their own
internal measures.

Let's look at some of the strengths and weaknesses of the various measures -
statutory, net worth, and risk-based capital. I group statutory and GAAP measures
together, because it's easy for me to do that being a Canadian. I think one of the
biggest things that can't be overlooked in using a statutory measure is the fact that
it's very controlled. It's audited. Probably inside your company there are control
systems that are well regarded. You probably produce these statements quarterly,
and you're pretty comfortable with and confident in the results. I think that's a key
strength of a statutory measure. Obviously though, the biggest weakness is that you
can do the wrong thing very easily if you just manage capital based on statutory
measures. You won't let businesses with high returns grow if you just optimize your
statutory capital. The obvious way to optimize capital is to stop growth. Also, a
statutory reserve is not risk-based.

Net worth measures get rid of the problem of making wrong decisions, short-term
versus long-term decisions, because they do take into account the present value of
future profits on the decisions you're making now. The problem with net worth
measures is that they're tremendously complicated to understand, and given that
everything is measured so far out in the future, they're tremendously assumption
driven. I remain a skeptic about those measures. Although, they're becoming quite
common in Britain.

Then there are the risk-based measures. Obviously they're very important measures,
and today it is pretty hard for anybody to ignorea risk-based capital measure, given
what's happened in the regulatory environment. Do so at your own peril.

The recommendations we at Manulife came up with after much thought and much
discussion with our senior management team is that one measure wasn't enough.
We felt we needed two. Typical of the complexity of actuaries, I guess we decided
to come up with two. We do believe that the published financial statements are
important. Consequently, the capital that you actually show in your statements is a
governing measure of your strength. It's visible, and also it's the real determinant of
your solvency. So at Manulife, we're looking at the statutory measure of capital,
which is the GAAP measure of capital for us, as well as looking at using a risk-based
capital measure. We've decided we want to manage both of those measures.
We've decided to use the risk-based capital measure for the same reasons Dick
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mentioned. It's easier to use the same measure as regulators use, and our regulator
is going to usa an MCCSR measure. We intend to use MCCSR, and I have no doubt
the rating agencies will start adopting that measure when they look at Canadian
companies. So, we're using the same MCCSR measure as used by the regulators in
Canada once defined.

That's where we are in terms of how to define what capital we want. We then
went to the next question and asked ourselves, how much do we need? This is a
real tough one. For any company, this is a company-dependent decision. There's no
answer for everybody. It depends totally on your intemal strategy. It's impacted by
many things. For example, if you want to operate today in GIC markets, be a strong
reinsurer or a big structured settlement writer, or in the upper end of the markets on
the individual insurance, you had better have a high rating. If you want a high rating,
you had better have a fair bit of capital. So your marketing is not an irrelevancy. If
you, as we do, want to be able to take advantage of opportunities and become a
more broad-based financial services company, and you aren't satisfied with just being
a one-line life insurance company, you need capital You've got to have a strong ratio
for that.

You can get into the arguments on mutual company versus stock company, as to
which one needs more capital. You could easily argue that a mutual company needs
more capital because it, at least the American mutual, can't raise external capital.
Therefore, a mutual company has to have more internally developed capital than a
stock company. On the other hand, your policyholders might argue that you're not
being forthcoming at distributing your earnings if you have too much. That's a
dilemma with a mutual. A company must have an appetite for risk, if you want to be
in high-yielding assets such as junk bonds. I think somebody mentioned you have to
take risk. I agree with that. That takes capital. Most of you have a peer group of
competitors you've identified who are critical to your own internal evaluation of your
success. You can't deviate too far from the capital levels of those peer companies.

I know Dan's going to talk more about U.S. mutual company issues, so I won't get
into this now, except to say that there's this terrible dilemma in a mutual company,
and I don't know how to resolve it. I'll leave it to you. The dilemma relates to what
has happened in demutualizations in the U.S. I think every demutualization has
caused the surplus to be distributed to the existing group of par policyholders. Now
we're a functioning mutual company that's not demutualized, and if our next-door
neighbor has the same capital level and the same dividends as we do, our par
policyholders have the same dividend expectations. Say our neighbor demutualizes.
Suddenly their par policyholders not only have the same dividend expectations, but
they have a whole lot of money in hand, at least in the form of common stock. Now
how do I, sitting across the street from them, run this mutual company with a surplus
sitting there that is not distributed to them? I don't have an answer to that, and I
think It's a real dilemma, one I hope somebody can answer for me. The only obvious
answer, if you follow what I said through to its obvious conclusion, is there will be no
mutual companies left. They have to demutualize.

In terms of us, what do we come up with? We have not dealt with the issue of
demutualization, but we've set our capital strategy. It's important for us to be strong
and to be seen as beingstrong. Giventhe variousmarkets we're in, and the type of
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products we sell, it's not good enough to be strong, we have to be seen to be
strong. Despite Dick's statement that companies are financially stronger than they
were five years ago, I don't agree with that. I don't think they are. I don't think it's
because companies haven't managed themselves well. They have for the most part.
It's because assets aren't worth as much as they used to be. Our capital ratios have
been declining, as have our Canadian peers. The Canadian group of companies are
generally quite strong, however. We've decided that it's not good enough to let
capital ratios decline any more. In order to operate where we are, in the markets we
are in, and to have the financial strength that we want to have, we've decided that
we have to maintain our capital ratios. Remember, we have two of them, and we
have set as our internal target to maintain these two capital ratios at our current
levels. We've given ourselves some leeway, in that to the extent that we say we
have to maintain them, it is not year by year, but over a short-term period. For the
moment, we're defining short term as three years, but that could get a little longer.
The second measure, the MCCSR measure, is very, very volatile. It would be
completely impossible to manage it year by year.

The implications of our policy for a mutual company is that if you say you want to
maintain your surplus-to-liability ratio, and you don't want to go outside to raise
capital, there's an equation that's faidy obvious. Your return on capital, the earnings
you make, expressed as a percentage of your capital, has to be greater than your
growth rate or your returns will start deteriorating. So we're now in the positionthat
this equation is a key driving force in terms of allocatingcapital in our company. At a
total company level, if we have 15% growth, if we reallybelieve we've got good
opportunities, and we do, and we want to diversify,and we do, we're going to have
to make a very good ratum, or else we're going to have to cut our growth rate in
areas where we don't want to cut. That's where we are now.

What about capital allocation? We've now definedwhat we have to do at a total
company level. How do we get it down into the businessunits? First of all, this
panel is made up of actuaries, but I think we shouldhave includeda CEOor a
nonactuadal seniormanager, because this is definitely not a financialprocess. It's
criticalto have financialpeopleto help set targets, but the processfor managing a
company's capital is a seniormanagement process. It has to be part of the manage-
ment culture,or it will fail. We've talked about all the trade-offs, but I'll elaborate
more on that later. At this point, it helpsto understand ourorganization,because I'm
goingto get specificabout the next stepsManulife takes. We are organizedamong
businessunit linesthat are essentiallyself-contained,geographicunits. We have U.S.,
Canadian, U.K., Pacific Asia, and reinsurancedivisionsall with their own general
managers. Plus,we now have a trust and bankingdivision. They're all self-
contained, with one important exception. The investment operationis an independent
division,and that in itself creates complexityfrom a capital allocationpoint of view.

The process that we're now undertakingis setting capital targets by division. We're
like neophytes. Eachbusinessunit receivescapital equal to the MCCSR. (In the
U.S., this would be the NAIC risk-basedcapital.) Our businessunits run autono-
mously but have no free surplusinthem. I'll define free surplusas the difference
between a total company surplusand the minimum capital required underthe MCCSR
formula. The free surplusis maintainedand actually has a segmented assetfund
managed by corporatemanagement. We set long-termreturn on capital targets for
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each of our operating divisions. Each one of our product lines has a new business
pricing measure attached to it. One of the measures is a premium margin. If we
assume the margin is 2% of premium, assume all pricing assumptions were met,
assume all in-force assumptions were met, and assume there is no surplus strain, we
multiply the premium by 2%, divide that by the capital, and get a return on capital.
The numbers are quite large, so either our new business requirements are too high, or
divisions can do better than we think they can and better than they've done
historically.

Next we bring surplus strain into the equation, because obviously no strain is not an
appropriate assumption. We brought that in by saying we want certain divisions to
grow faster than others, and we want certain divisions to grow slower than others.
That debate is still ongoing and is one filled with angst, there's no question, but at
least tentatively we've come to conclusions on that score.

Then we had to consider the competitive realities. Certain marketplaces we operate
in, Canada for example, do not offer opportunities for high returns on capital. Other
markets, such as Indonesia, offer opportunities for very high returns on capital. We
have also not only set return-on-capital targets by major division, we've set it by lines
of business within each division, but only at very, very broad product-line levels. It's
up to the business units to manage their own operations.

Now that we have these targets, it's up to our operating divisions to produce five-
year business plans. At that time, they're going to bring to corporate management
plans on how to meet the targets, to the extent they have not met them today. If
they're at one point and their target is at another point, what are they going to do to
close the gap? Dick talked about some of the things they can do. Some of them are
fairly obvious, some of them aren't so obvious. If action plans are unacceptable to
the business unit, they will make a plea to corporate. Then we will see if we should
renagotiate the targets. I expect to see target-setting as a dynamic process, not one
carved in granite.

As 1said, financial forecasts and the ability to forecast beyond one year are critical to
the process. We have set long-term targets, but we have not set interim targets. For
example, if 15% is a long-term target and somebody's earning 10%, we have not yet
set targets for next year and the year after. We will do that at the end of the
summer. We also haven't had a lot of success at the moment setting a target for the
free surplus, it's a tricky issue, depending on the assets in free surplus and how you
allocate income tax.

Schematically, Chart 1 is the process and how it works at Manulife. You can see
how it involves financial people, nonfinancial people, and investment people. All areas
of senior management, financial, and investment operations are involved. My staff
and I set the tentative target in consultation with the divisional financial staff. The
divisional financial staff then prepares financial projections, indicating what we expect
to earn on a return-on-capital basis under our best estimate. The divisional manage-
ment discusses it with their financial people, identifies the shortfalls, then works with
the senior divisional level to determine how to close the gaps. One of the keys in
closing that gap is negotiation with the investment operation, because asset liability
issues, asset quality issues, and asset mix issues are critical to managing a return on
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capital. Divisional management then presents the action plan to the corporate
management. Then we'll negotiate with them whether targets should be reset and
whether or not their action plans make sense. If we have to reset the targets, we
will have to go back to that point in the process and repeat the steps. It looks good
schematically, but it's not quite as smooth as it looks on paper.

CHART 1

Capital Allocation Process at Manulife
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What are some of the issues we've come up against? We have decided that
business units at Manulife should not retain earnings, and I realize there are two sides
to this. In other words, if an operation is exceeding its capital targets, it can't use the
funds to grow. It has to give them back to corporate. Management of the free
surplus is a corporate responsibility. That may give some disincentivenot to overearn.
Remember, we're a mutual companyand there could be some question as to
whether overearningmakes sense anyway.

Income tax allocationis also an issue. To the extent you want to allocatetax to free
surplus, it killsthe earningson free surplus,becausefree surplushas no way to bring
in income, other than investment income. If you do charge your free surpluswith
incometax, you have to raisethe capital requirementsof the other operating
divisions.

We talked brieflyabout the levelof the organizationwhere the target shouldbe
established. We basicallydo it at a fairlyhigh business-unitlevel and don't go down
to detail product-linelevels. We give a lot of autonomy to our businessunit headsto
manage their operations.
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If you have a separate investment operation, an interesting question might be whether
or not the business units should be protected from investment performance. In other
words, should there be a transfer price negotiated so that the investment operation
becomes a profit center? Our answer is no. You have to have a transfer price for
performance measurement purposes, but for return on capital, we are trying very hard
to get much closer links between our investment operation and our insurance
operation. We want the kind of constructive pressure going from one to the other
that these kinds of conversations force. We are saying to the business units that
even though they don't directly control the investment earnings, the earnings are a
part of their return, and they have to find a way to increasetheir return if we don't
get them through the investment operation. I understand that's a controversial issue.

We've talked quite a lot about what required surplus formula to use. We're using the
government-regulated one, or what we think will be the government-regulated one.

Another interesting question is whether a line of business should get credit if it can
raise capital and believes it can raise it cheaply. In fact, we have done that. Our
trust operationcan do that. That may be unique to us, so ouranswer to that is
going to be yes.

In terms of managing returnon capital,there are two thingsto manage - the
numerator and the denominator. The numerator is earnings,and I think we all know
by now how to manage earnings. At least we know the elements of managing
eamingso The denominator is the risk-basedcapital component. It's faidy compli-
cated and will introducenew elements for us to manage. Dick alludedto asset mix
and quality. The real issue of the day is that you can increaseyour return on capital in
the short term by getting out of junk bondsand common stock; however, is that the
right long-term decision? Becareful not to make what looked likevery prudent
decisionsinthe short term that are goingto killyou in the longerterm. There's an
interestingpaper by Salomon'sthat gets into this in mathematicalterms. I think it's
well worth reading.

A more matched positionhelpsa little. The risk-basedformula is formuladriven, and
isn't a function of your matching. Liabilitymix - the types of liabilitiesand the
guaranteesthey offer - are very important in terms of risk-basedcapital. In Canada,
realizingunrealizedgainscan be a very important technique, and I do agree with Dick
that it perhapsfalls in the mickey mouse category, Capitalizationof subsidiariesis
important, dependingon how subsidiariesare treated for the risk-basedcapital
formula. I'm not sure the U.S. has completely come to gripswith how to treat all
subsidiaries.To the extent that capital is eliminated in the subsidiaries,you wouldn't
want to overcapitalizea subsidiary.

Then there is the issue of raisingcapital. Just raisingexternal capital can be done by
raisingpreferradsand subordinateddebt. There are big issuesas to whether that's
pragmaticor even possible. The market for insurancecompanies raisingcapital, at
least in Canada, isn't very good. We are an unknown beast, a complicated beast.
Rating agenciesdon't understand it; the publicunderstandsit less. There has not
been a good market establishedby the Canadian companiesin raisingcapital, and it's
probablytrue in the states as well; raisingexternal capital may be more theory than
reality. We're going to test it out, but we'll see.
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Finally, you have to have good informationsystems to manage all this. This is
probablythe most underestimated piece of the puzzle interms of managing the
financialstrengthof a company, not just capital, but earnings. I've put a few musts
on the list from ourmanagement informationsystems (MIS) point of view and these
aren't related strictly to capital. You absolutely have to measure every one of your
assumptionsagainst what reallyhappens. You won't be able to manage your
company if you can't do that. You must be able to explainwhatever capital measure
sourceyou're using, and you have to be able to explainthose earnings by source of
earnings. You have to be able to producethem quarterly. You haveto take into
account the specific nature of the company's risk. Perhapsthis is uniqueto Canada.
In the Canadianformula, it's incumbent on the appointedactuary to add any elements
to the formula-driven risk-basedcapital to ensurethis. So you haveto always be
vigilantas to what risksyour companyis taking, and you obviouslyhave to have
good asset-performance-trackingmechanisms.

MR. DANIEL J. MCCARTHY: In listeningto Rob, I concluded,as I think Dick did,
that there was very littlethat was uniquelyCanadianin his presentation,other than
the particularrisk-basedcapitalelementsthat Canada has elected to use. But I think
much of what he had to say about capital allocation,issues,and approacheswould
apply inthe management of United States' companiesas well.

I thought it would be worth beginningwith a bit of history about why this topic is so
significantnow, when not all that many years ago it would not have been. I can't tell
you for sure that 15 years ago there wasn't a topic likethis on a Society of Actuaries
meeting agenda, but I suspectthat if there was, it was givena lot less prominence
and there were a lot lessattendants. Rob pointedout - and I think we've come to
accept as axiomatic, something that I'll return to in a littlemore detail - the notion
that inthe longrun, the rate of returnon your capital sets a ceilingon the abilitythat
you have to grow an insurancecompany. Almost without regardto how you
measure that growth - assets, insurance,whatever - you're goingto have that limit.
From that point of view, it's instructive to look at a little bit of history. My numbers
are U.S. numbers, but I think they'll serve to make the picture.

In the 1960s, the average annualgeneralaccount liabilitygrowth of insurance
companies inthe United States was 5.5%. In the first half of the 197Os, it was a
little over 7.5%. In the second half of the 1970s, it was about 10.5%. In the two
halves of the 1980s, it was respectively11% and 12%.

Now that's a measure just of liabilities. To be sure, there are other things. Just as
there are other things that go into a risk-basadcapital formula, there are other things
that would go into general measuresof growth. But the resultsthat you would get
from them would not be all that different. If you look at individuallife insurance, for
example, growth rates by face amount were 8% in the 1960s, 9% in the 1970s,
and 12% in the 1980s. There is a slightdownward patternin the growth for group
life insuranceand for health insurance,but if you put everythingtogether and weight
them, without regard to ass_ quality,and just try to get an aggregate growth
measure that takes account of liabilitygrowth and riskgrowth as measured by face
amount or premium (dependingon which line of businessyou're measuring), you'll
get numbers that for the 1960s are slightlyunder 7%, are about 8% for the first half
of the 1970s, and have been doubledigit ever since. Have we been increasingreturn
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on capital in those same proportions from the 1960s until now? Anyone who says
yes, please put up your hand. I see no hands.

The second thing that has happened in history, which I think is equally relevant, is the
shift in the liability mix of life insurance companies over the same period of time. In
1960, 73% of the general account liabilities of life insurance companies in the United
States related to life insurance. For the next decade, that ratio stayed pretty steady;
by 1970, it was still 70%. In the decade from 1970-80, the ratio fell from 70% to
53%, and in the decade from 1980-90, it fell from 53% to 31%. Life insurance was
largely replaced by group pension obligations, which not only grew far out of scale in
size, but which also shifted from the traditional pension products of the early 1970s
and prior, which put most of the risk on the customer, to guaranteed products, which
put most of the risk on the insurer. Liabilities also shifted into individual annuity
products. While repriceable in the sense that an interest rate can be reset, they
turned out to give customers considerably more incentive to leave the company than
the liabilities that were typically underlying a life insurance policy, and a lot less
incentive to stay with the company. So not only have we had growth rates that
have raced in the last decade and a half without a corresponding rate of increase in
return on capital, we've also had a significant shift in the liability mix, which has
caused the rate of increase in required capital for life insurance companies to outstrip
even the rate of aggregate/liability growth, because of the change in the mix that has
occurred in that period of time.

We heard this before: If your actual capital is at your required capital level, the long-
term rate of return on capital will set the limit on the long-term aggregate growth. As
Rob pointed out, that's an axiomatic definition that poses some questions. What is
the long-term rate of retum on capital? Indeed, what is capital? These are questions
he raised that we should return to. And what is the long-term aggregate growth
rate? I stress the word aggregate because, as Rob pointed out, companies do in fact
have many options as they consider how to balance growth against availability of
capital.

A company can use a mix of very different growth rates among different lines of
business. What do you do if the growth rate is too high - if capital cannot sustain
the growth rate? We've seen several things that companies could do. One option is
to sell noncore businesses as Rob mentioned. Look at the true costs of maintaining
those businesses in a before and after sense. Expense allocation can be tricky here.
If you're going to sell a noncore business, either because it is not producing an
appropriate return or just because you need a one-time fix to lower your capital
requirements, you had better look rather clearly at what the company will look like
before and after that transaction, because a lot of what you may think of as
expenses associated with that noncore business don't necessarily go away.

Second, consider the needs of your sales force. Sometimes a noncore business may
in fact be a product that's important to your core sales force. For example, a number
of companies lately have been getting out of the individual disability income business.
Those companies have sought quickly to arrange another facility so that their sales
force has a product that they can sell under the auspices of the same company,
although it's typically underwritten by somebody else and may, in fact, carry some-
body else's name.
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Finally, consider who the ideal buyer is. I suggest that not only from the point of
view of what price you can get for the business you're selling, but also particularly if
the outlet for your sales force for that business is going to be the buyer of the block
of business, you'll want to think about competitive issuesvery cleady. Is this sort of
thing in fact a one-time fix or a permanentsolution? I suggestthat it could be either.
If the businessthat you are disposingof was part of what was creatingthe drag on
your return on capital, then it may be part of a permanent solution. If that business
was holding its own in terms of return on capital, and you are simplydisposingof it
to free up the requiredcapital, about all you're going to get is breathingroom. Now
breathing room isn't bad when you need to breathe, but you do need to understand
the differences between temporary and permanentsolutions.

Businessescan be sold in many ways. Sometimesit's possible to take the noncore
businesspublic or look for a partner for it. Many companies inthe United States,
mutuals in particular, have talked about the possibilityof getting noncorebusinesses
into subsidiaries,which can then be taken public,or they can get someother venture
investor as a partner in the subsidiary. Many peopletalk about that, but it doesn't
actuallyseem to happenvery much. Companiesin the U.S. have had the same
problemhere that, accordingto Rob, some companiesin Canada might have had
approachingthe capital markets there. That is to say, it may be lack of understand-
ing, it may be a difficult story to tell, and in point of fact, if the businessthat you
have put in the subsidiaryisn't really a separatebusinessat all, but just kind of an
allocationof somethingthat you're doing generally,I think that investorsmay be very
skepticalas to what's in it for them in that kindof an operation. In any event, it
doesn't happen very often. In fact, property/casualtymutuals in the United States
have been more successfulthan life companiesin getting unrelated businessinto
subsidiariesand in getting publicmoney into them.

Another possibility is to refocusyour productsfor lower capital requirements. For
example, I talked before about the growth rate of insurancecompanygeneralaccount
liabilitiesin the 1980s. In point of fact, life insurancecompany separate account
liabilitiesin contrast grew at a rate of over 20% in the 1970s and over 15% in the
1980s as companies were successfulin divertingsome pensionmoney, andto a
lesserextent some life insurancemoney, into productsthat didn't createthe same
capital requirements. It will be interestingto see exactly how much of that continues
to happen.

I would suggest for your readingin the life insurancearea, if you're interestedin this
subject,a report that was just issued by the Securitiesand ExchangeCommission
(SEC)o It's a 50-year analysisof the regulatoryresults of the Investment Company
Act of 1940. There is a discussionof variablelife insurancewhich, while naive in
certain respects,containssome key recognitionsthat may result in changed legisla-
tion. The SEC concluded that the analogy into which variable life had been forced,
that of a contractual plan mutual fund, was a poor analogy. The capital requirements
were different, and companies that wanted to get into variable life had been saddled
with requirements that were just inappropriate in relation to the product. Now having
said all that, I'm not sure I agree as much with the solutionsthey outline aswith the
problem they identified. But sinceproblem identificationhas to precedea solution, at
least it was helpful to read that in an area that holds real promisefor life insurance
companies,there is some possibilityof regulatoryrelief.
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Another example is what's happened in the group insurance business. Fortunately
here, there was another driver as well - premium taxes. The result was that lots of
business which, in fact, was not really very much insurance-related at all, has now
been turned into a noninsurance product -- administrative-services-only contracts, or
their equivalent. In fact, for life insurance companies in the U.S., although the rate of
group business they operate, measured by claims processed, grew very dramatically
in the 1980s, the rate of growth in group health insurance premium was single digit
in the 1980s. That's primarily because of the shift of a lot of business into a
noninsurenceproduct that had lower capital requirements.

Strategicpartnershipsagainare more talked about than are actually happening,but
there are some instancesof insurancecompaniesentering into partnershipswith major
sellersof their products, typicallyinstitutionalsellers.There are some instancesof
companiesentering into partnershipswith managersof complementary products as a
group insurer,an HMO or hospitalcompany, and potentially,there are possibilitiesfor
partnershipbetween insurersand suppliersof capital that have an interest inthe
particularproduct or enterprisethat's goingto be sponsored. Again, it can happen. It
amountsto lookingfor capital somewhereelse, in a way other than getting equity in
the sense that Rob defined it.

Finally,you can vary the growth rate by businessunit. Certainly in the 1980s,
companieshave had to reallythink about what their core businesseswere. As one
example of that, we maintainan ongoing comparisonof the top 40 companiesthat
meet certain criteriain the group insurancebusiness. From 1985 to the present,
there obviouslyhave been companiesthat have moved into the top 40 and compa-
nies that have moved out of the top 40. Almost without exception,the companies
that have moved out are companiesfor which group insurancewas not a core
business. In some cases, companieshave exited entirelyduring that period of time.
Again almost without exception, they have been replacedby companiesfor which
group insurancewas a core of business. These companiesperhapseither shrank
something else or found some more capital. At any rate, varyingthe growth rate by
businessunit is certainlysomethingthat happens.

I suggest to you that in thinkingabout that, even within a coreof business, I believe
you can distinguishcore needsof a core businessfrom noncoreneeds of a core
business. Forexample, if your coreof business has individuallife insuranceand you
have a career salesforce, there are some thingsyou will need to do to sustainthe
growth of that sales force and keep it healthy. On the other hand, there are some
thingsthat you can do or not do. An examplewould be acquiringother distribution
units and mergingthem into that salesforce. If you have excess capital, you may
want to do it, but it isn't asessential to the maintenanceof that businessor the

maintenanceof that salesforce as the basicrequirementsof funding the ongoing
operationsof the salesforce. So even within a core of business, I believeyou can
distinguishcore needsfrom other needs.

The last thing you can do is mortgage the future. You can do that, but that requires
an additionalstrategy as well, because inevitablythe future does come and if it's been
mortgaged once, it can't be mortgaged again. Mortgaging the future notwithstand-
ing, that isn't always bad. Dick spoke glowingly of reinsurance,an excellent way of
mortgaging the future and sometimesa very worthwhile thing to do. If in fact, a
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company has a particular opportunity that presents growth opportunities to it that are
beyond its capital, and believes in the long run that it is going to catch up, reinsurance
is not an unreasonable way to do it. As was pointed out for a mutual company,
leverage of that type, or of other types, typically has to hit the insurance company
itself. You can't upstream leverage and then pass the capital down. So mortgaging
the future may be worthwhile, but you've always got to know what happens when
the future comes.

Think about the effects of inflation on this. First of all, and this was certainly a factor
of the 1980s, you've got to have higher nominal growth to achieve the same real
growth. Second, I suggest that the rates of return for many insurance products are
not positively correlated with inflation. There are some that are kind of negatively
correlated with inflation, and the fact that assets tend to lengthen and liabilities tend
to shorten in those environments contribute to the lack of correlation. Inflation

aggravates all of these problems. We saw that in the first half of the 1980s. Clearly
we are not seeing it today.

Rob posed a question comparing two identical mutual companies, one of which
demutualizes and one does not, and he said that the policyholders of one get what
they had and something else too. The policyholders of the other get only what they
had. How can that be? I suggest to you that the reasonthat can be is that those
policyholders never had a fair expectation of the bonanza that a demutualization may
provide to them. If that happens, it's nice, but it's not part of the deal. I believe that
thinking about demutualization, which is a possible key capital raiser for companies,
should be thought of just that way. Certainly policyholder interests are important, and
if you go ahead and do it, you can't ignore them. But having a well-run company
that provides their benefits over the long term is far more important. I think that if a
mutual company applies its surplus well and gives those people fair return, it's doing
the deal that those people signed on for.

BUt let's think a little bit about issues in relation to demutualization, it's kind of topical
nowadays. First of all, when you demutualize, you're selling the company, and you
can only do it once, which means that you need to think about whether you want to
do it, or when you want to do it. That sounds so trite, but it's important, because
it's a source of capital that you get to go to only one time.

Second, unless there's a reason to do it, most managements will prefer not to
demutualize. I'm not sure that's bad. I'm not making a case here for or against
demutualization, but I don't think that there should be an expectation that a mutual
life insurance company is in business to demutualize, and the thinking of most
managements seems to go that way. On the other hand, a time of specific need is
probably the worst time to do it. You're under the gun, the markets may not be as
available, your situation may not look as good, and you simply may not get as good a
deal for the company as an ongoing entity or for the policyholders as if it had been
done without being under that pressure of something to think about. The one case
that goes the other direction on that is that a time of specific need is probably the
best time from the point of view of dealing with the regulatory environment, because
the regulator will understand the need, and if it's a problem that the regulator wants
to see solved as well, that can be helpful. If the regulator doesn't perceive a problem
and isn't interested in a solution, you've got an uphill walk.
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What the policyholders get in a demutualization, and the methods for determining
that, and my focus now is entirely U.S., are still extremely inexact. I would recom-
mend to you as very worthwhile reading, if you are interested in the subject, the
Society of Actuaries "Report on the Task Force on Mutual Life Insurance Company
Conversions" that appears in the 1987 Volume XXXlX of the Transactions, pages
295-391. The mathematics is all there in terms of what the policyholders get, how
much capital can be raised, and all that kind of thing. It's very well done. But
nonetheless, the process for determining one of those is that you have to fix some-
thing before you can talk about anything else. You have to fix policyholder retum, or
how much capital is to be raised, or how much of the distribution goes in cash.
Many things move, and you have to start fixing them before you can solve it. It's a
very inexact science.

Essentially in the United States, the state laws that govern that are of four types.
The first is what I'll call the smell test, or the "you'll know it when you see it law."
Laws like this exist in several states. They say that the plan must be fair and
equitable. It must be found by the supervisory authority to be fair and equitable, and
they give you no more guidance than that. At least one demutualization, Maccabees,
in Michigan, took place under a law that didn't say much more than that.

Second, many states have a variant of what is sometimes referred to as the Williams
Act. I say variant because I've never seen two versions of it that are exactly the
same. The Williams Act was an attempt at a model law almost 40 years ago, and a
number of states enacted it. Those of us who had read it used to think that it told

you how much value had to go to the policyholders. We found when Union Mutual
demutualized that it didn't tell you that at all. At least it was so interpreted there. It
contained a prescription for how to allocate those proceeds, but gave no specific clue,
as it was interpreted, as to the amount.

The third type, and this is found in a couple of states in the Midwest, are laws that I
think if anybody ever tried to do anything on the basis of them would cause great
mischief, because they are written from the point of view of sort of a local coopera-
tive that's winding up its affairs. It attempts to apply those kinds of theories to the
operations of mutual life insurance companies. I don't think it can be done. Those
laws contain some other peculiarities as well, apart from the distribution. In at least
one state, there is a prescription, which probably grew out of local cooperative theory,
that requires that 3/4 of the policyholders must vote. You must then achieve a 2/3
majority of that vote. I think that all companies that have demutualized have, I think,
made a very good faith effort to get out the vote. Nobody has even approached 3/4,
and I think it would be virtually impossible to do that, quite apart from issues of what
the policyholders should get.

An illustration of the fourth type of law is the New York law. In some cases, the
New York law does, in fact, prescribe exactly how to calculate what the policyholders
get in the aggregate. Those cases are not the cases under which, for example,
Equitable is demutualizing. I think it unlikely that the specific or prescriptive cases in
the New York law will ever be used. So that law, which is copied in at least
Pennsylvania and in a prior form in Iowa, contains much more detail, but it doesn't
necessarily get you to the key question either. When you have a situation in which
the methods for determining what the policyholder will get are very inexact, you have
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a great deal of uncertaintyover one of the key elements of a demutualization, which
is how much capitalyou can raise.

Let's talk about a couple of major aspects of this form of capital raising. I think this is
the most important questionof all. I think before a company can demutualize, you
have to have a real good picture of what it's going to look like the day after you have
done all this and gone through all this. What capital does it have? Who owns it?
How is it going to operate? And what will its culture be? The last of those is the
least quantifiable,but in many respectsthe most important, because there is a distinct
gap between the way the company will operate before and the way the company will
operate after it goes through this change. It is a form of capital raisingunlikemany
other forms that do not introduce that kindof culturalchange. All of these are
questions that need to be understood in advance. Inevitably, they aren't understood
fully in advance, but an attempt needs to be made to understandthem to determine
whether a company is willingto face this particularaspect of capital raising.

Another thing to think about is that it's capital raisingwith a long lead time. There
are lead-time issues. Where's the capital going to comefrom, and from whom? One
of the relevant aspects is the company's history. Because,among other things,
promises made to policyholdersin the past, and the company's earningshistory in the
past on policyholdersof the present, will have much to do with the form of the
distributionand the protectionsthat needto be put in place to the policyholders.

This leads me to the third item. What will be done to protect their future rights? A
very complicated question,done slightlydifferently in each of the demutualizations
that had been done, but it must be faced. Those policyholdershave a contractual
right. It has been found inevery case, and I think it is now accepted that they have
a contractual right, not only to their guaranteed benefit, but to "participation,"
whatever that means. And whatever it means, it's got to be preserved in some
fashion, because that is not what you are paying them for when you make a distribu-
tion to them. Last then, isthe amount and form of the aggregate payment for those
policyholders,and that's got to tie in with elements of fairness and capital raising.

Speaking of capital raisingand form, it's worth lookingat a few cases. I've tried to
answer two questions. When was equity capital raised, and what was the form of
the policyholderpayment? At UNUM, that capitalwas raisedin a publicoffering at
the time of demutualization. The policyholdersgot proceedsor a distributionthat
about 1/4 cash and 3/4 stock. In that case, and inthe others, other than
Maccabees, policyholderswho were getting a distributionbelow a certain amount had
the option to take cashor stock. You will not be surprisedto learn that the percent-
age that take cash is something more than 90% in allof those oases.

At Maccabees, as the capitalwas raised beforedemutualization- its form was not
equity capital then, but it was convertible into it - it was paid into the company. This
is, as you may know, a demutualizationthat was at the same time an acquisitionof
Maccabees by Royal. Policyholdershere were paid in cash, not in stock. It's possible
to do other thingswith benefit guaranteesand so forth, but in this case, they were
paid in cash.
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Northwestem National was a somewhat peculiarly structured company before the
transaction in that it was a public company, but it had a stock branch as well as a
mutual branch. Equity capital in the insurance company was not raised directly. I
should say equity capital in the entity was not raised at all. To cover the cash portion
of the distribution, it had a debt offering. Its holding company contributed that to the
insurance company and used that to pay out the cash. It worked out to be about
half cash and half stock. That was a key balancing issue that every company has to
look at in terms of these proceeds.

Equitable got an infusion of capital before demutualization, which will convert on the
day of demutualization (it will raise more at demutualization). It hasn't happened yet.
In fact, the demutualization is contingent on the successful public offering. The cash-
stock ratio has not yet been determined, but the concept that's been enunciated, and
pretty well publicly discussed, has been the same. Below some threshold, policyhold-
ers, except those who want stock, will get cash. The cost of maintaining shareholder
records is substantial. The consequences (2.2 million shareholders, which would
break some kind of record) would be sort of awesome. So the focus is on get'dng
that number down, except for the rather small number of people with small shares,
who for whatever reason, would like to be a shareholder.

Let's think about categoriesof companies and what their options are by raising capital
through demutualization. Type 1 is a medium-sized company outgrowing its capital.
That company can raise outside capital and remain independent. In fact, in a sense,
UNUM was in that situation. It was not on the doorstep of outgrowing its capital,
but it had a very dramatic growth rate and it might well have confronted that. It did,
in fact, raise outside capital and remain independent. It helps to have a good earnings
record when you do that.

Type 2 is a small company outgrowing its capital. Small public life insurance compa-
nies are a breed in the United States of late that have been disappearing, not being
created. It seems far less likely that a small company, which is outgrowing its capital,
could do the same thing as a larger one. Demutualization via takeover, the
Maccabees as an example, is perhaps a more reasonable thing to expect. Possibly
you could imagine a background investor of some sort who would take a major piece
and not actually take the company over. There are many possibilities, but it seems
less likely, below some size threshold, that public money in the usual sense of a
broadly sold initial public offering (IPO)could be used as the basis for raising capital in
a demutualizatlon.

Type 3 is a large company with low return on capital. Well, what's possible there,
raise outside capital and remain independent? Revitalize that company. Rob talked
about access to the markets. The markets want to see something in order to provide
money. This suggests that a number of companies that might well think about
demutualization have other issues they have to face first to approach this method of
raising capital.

Type 4 is a medium-sized or small company with low return on capital. How can you
say forget it? Companies of that sort are probably more likely a candidate for a
merger. Maybe, if they're lucky, they can effect some strategic partnership with a
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nonlife insurance entity. In any event, they will very likely see a merger, rather than a
demutualization,that involvesreallygoing out and raisingcapital.

As I've said, thisform of raisingcapitalis a major culturalchangein a company. But
it is a method of raisingcapital that has culturaland operational,as well as money-
raisingaspects to it, allof which need to be consideredbeforea company approaches
it. As I said at the outset, you can only do it once. If you do it once, and do it
wrong, perhapsthe policyholderswill benefit inthe short run, but I'm not sure that is
a fair trade-off to the amount of mischief that can be created. So in terms of raising
capital by this means, it is not surprising to me that a number of mutuals have looked
at some of the other capital management techniques that we've discussed. They
have looked at issues of noncore businesses, looked at what growth they absolutely
had to have versus what they might like to have, and looked at repositioning busi-
nesses, rather than having gone to the well for the type of capital raising you can
only do once.

MR. ROBERTOZENBAUGH: Dick Robertson mentioned that his company was
attempting to make its required capital formula at least be consistent in the ways it
could with the NAIC formula. For my company, the NAIC formula is substantially
less than Moody's, Best's, Lincoln National's, or our own formula, but ratings are very
important to us. So I find myself managing to the most stringent of those formulas,
not to the weakest. My question is, do you really see the rating agencies, that really
love to compare companies, moving toward the NAIC, which is a solvency measure?
Or do you see the NAIC being more of a nuisance calculation for many companies,
that in reality will probably not come into play in the management of the firm?

MR. ROBERTSON: I may have misstated if I implied that we were going to try to
conform our formula to the NAIC formula. What I meant to say is that, to the extent
we can eliminate differences in categorization of businesses that don't serve any
worthwhile purpose, we might do that just to simplify things. But as a matter of
practice, I would expect that our target formula will produce a level of surplus that is
substantially larger than the NAIC formula and will be a much more complicated
formula that will take into consideration a number of factors that are peculiar to our
own operations. In particular, our C-3 component currently results, in part, from
internal cash-flow testing of how our asset and liability mix performs under a variety
of economic conditions. You can't do that with a public formula. Now the question
you asked was the more specific one. To what extent will companies calculate and
use the NAIC formula for management purposes? I think I tend to agree with what
you implied, that unless the company is in a position where it is going to be con-
strained by the NAIC formula (below or near the NAIC level), I would not expect that
it would be a major factor governing its operations. You asked about what the rating
agencies are likely to do. I'm a bit cynical here. The formulas that most have been
using, in particular Best and S&P, have been pretty poor. If they used the NAIC
formula, that would be a major improvement. I expect they probably will use it as
one factor in their overall evaluation process, and I hope they don't overuse it.

MR. MCCARTHY: I think it's important to distinguish the shape of the NAIC formula
from the level. I'm aware of several companies that have had their own internal
formulas and have decided to go to the NAIC formula, but not at 100%, and simply
set the bar considerably higher for reasons you suggest. They concluded there
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wasn't enough difference between their formula and the NAIC to justify keeping
both. They could just figure out the right level of the bar and go from there. I think
shape and level should be distinguished in these conversations.

MR. R. STEPHEN RADCLIFFE: Does the issue of the fairness, of what you described
as bonanza distribution to policyholders, come up? It's really a tontine distribution of
profits that have accumulated, maybe over a century, to policyholders of current
record. Does that issue come up when you're working on demutualizations?

MR. MCCARTHY: It has come up. It came up in fact in the SOA task force
discussions during which time Harry Garber, who is the chair of that task force and
was fond of quoting Woody Allen, said something to the effect that 80% of life is
just showing up. It is peculiar. One of the difficulties, Steve, with altemative kinds of
thinking to those you suggest, and was hinted at in Minnesota in the course of
Northwestern National, was that if you say that whatever is a fair distribution
shouldn't go to the current policyholders, then the beneficiaries of the escheat laws
(the various states), get thinking about who else it might go to. That's a solution that
nobody's had any stomach for. So I think, by and large, the feeling has been that
once you have figured out what is fair in the aggregate, in relation to these people
who are the best proxy we have for formal ownership to a company, is going to go
to them, because there isn't anybody else, and they're the ones who happen to be
there. Nobody's figured out a way to give it to management.

MR. ROBERTSON: Well, actually that's not true.

MR. MCCARTHY: Nobody's figured out a way to formally give it to management.

MR. RICHARD JUNKER: I've looked a little bit at these formulas, the C-1, C-2, C-3,
C-4 components. The NAIC risk-based capital formula is a minimum, and it's a
couple of percentages of premium, and it's a half percent of health premium. They
are pretty small numbers relative to most company's surplus, it seems. I'd like to
address this to Dick. In the ReinsuranceReporter, there was a reprint about how the
Lincoln goes about it, and the C-4 component, if I recall correctly, was about 10% of
all the other risks. There was some mention that one of the factors in setting that
percentage was a level of sophistication and effort that the company makes in setting
its various components of dsk. We see the companies that have gone broke. It has
been to some extent C-1, but much of it has been just management. Yet both of
these formulas seem to contribute a very small share from the C-4 component. That
strikes me as a little bit risky.

MR. ROBERTSON: That's probably a fair assessment. The problem with a significant
part of the formula specifically allocated to the C-4 dsk is that you then have the
question of how to measure it. Do you measure it in accordance with premium? Do
you measure it in accordance with assets? Once you go down that track, it becomes
just as convenient to combine it with one of the other risks and allocate it in that way
and define it in that way. I think you could come to the same result by cutting the
other factors by some percentage and increasing the part that's called C-4. I'm not
sure what will be accomplished. From the point of view of a regulatory perspective, I
think I very much agree that most failures result from things that haven't been
anticipated. In fact, that's almost axiomatic. From the point of view of managing our
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company though, we have to at least maintain the pretense that we've anticipated
most of the things that can go wrong, and we're good enough that we will avoid the
unexpected. It's a bit of psychological games being played here clearly, but it's an
effective way of doing it. It probably does more good than harm.

MR. JOHN W, H. TAYLOR: In Uncoln's formula, there's a lot more emphasis placed
on the C-3 risk and it's a larger number than what the risk-based capital (RBC) is
showing. Is there some issue there that may come close to covedng 100% of the
scenarios? Do you see some issue where we may be somewhat redundant, in say a
Uncoln National C-3 risk approach, in light of the new reserve requirements?

MR. ROBERTSON: I hope our C-3 provision in our risk capital formula is redundant.
It's designed to be. I do believe that the risk that most life insurance companies are
most exposed to the C-3 risk. In fact, I think that there is a serious danger today,
that because of recent history, far too many people, far too many companies, far too
many evaluators, whether they are regulators or rating agencies, are focusing on the
C-1 risk, which I believe now is reasonably well under control. I think they are
following the temptation to fight last year's battle, and are losing sight of what might
be the next problem. I also observe in the environment that with interest rates the
way they are today, with all the focus on avoiding credit risk, with the shape of the
yield curve as steep as it is, there is an extraordinary temptation to lengthen durations
of investments. I am worried that companies are yielding to that temptation and are
taking more cash-flow risk then they ought to. Now the techniques that are being
brought into play - cash-flow testing, standard valuation law, the requirements that
are to be placed on the actuary to form opinions as to the company's financial
condition -- are all designed to try to counter that, and they will be helpful. But our
models are assumption driven and we cannot anticipate what might happen under
these scenarios that we are testing. We can only project, and if we project wrong, it
can be very costly. I'm worried about this.

MR. MCCARTHY: I have a question for Dick. You commented before, and Rob took
issue with the statement, that the life insurance companies in the aggregate today
were more solid than they were four or five years ago. It seemed to me that if I
were to reach that conclusion, I would have to say, in effect, all those assets they
had four or five years ago weren't any good anyway and now we're just recognizing
it. I wanted to know if that's your reason or if you had another theory,

MR. ROBERTSON: Well, that is perhaps part of it; in the sense that a bed mortgage
that was made five years ago was just as bed five years ago as it is today, but it's
more than that too. Companies have been building surplus over the last few years,
and in spite of all the publicity that we have received for all of the problems of our
commercial mortgage portfolio, the values in investment portfolios of most companies
have gone up, not down, in the last two years. In some cases, they have gone up at
a very substantial rate. The investment markets in aggregate have been very good to
us, even though the commercial mortgage sector has been horrendous. So I think,
even if you sort out this issue you raise as to whether it's just a revaluation of the
problems, the industry is significantly healthier today. Profit margins are better, too,
by the way. That's an important factor in evaluating financial strength.
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MR. MICHAEL E. MATEJA: I have about a 20-year perspective at looking at risk,
largely from the standpoint of a large stock life insurance company. Over that period
of time, I'd say that our efforts were woefully inadequate and that we always missed
the mark. Back in 1979-1980, we were fortunate enough to take a large position of
advanced commitments in the mortgage loan area. Those were front-end in mis-
match risk. Through the 1980s we found ourselves exposed with the commercial
mortgages. Here, as we move into the 1990s, the movement in the stock market
back in 1987 set twice the standard I guess that it otherwise had. It was about
11% back in the Depression era, and no one would have guessed it would hit 22%.
All of those things were just beyond comprehension. The reason I mention it is that
the things that have hurt the insurance industry have always been in the area of what
I would call catastrophic risk - things that were sudden, unpredictable, discontinuities,
inexperience, and beyond our ability to relate to. As soon as they happen, we kind of
catch up to it, and the companies adjust to it. They then will manage their affairs in
a way that is responsible, and those risks will then be brought under control, as I
think the commercial mortgage loan situation will ultimately be brought under control.
I am sure there are things incubating out there today that will be tomorrow's surpris-
es, and the secret is to figure out what they are. Years ago, as chairman of the
combination of risk task force, I wrote something to the effect that risk, by its very
nature, is very difficult to understand and equally difficult to quantify. I think that's
the most profound thing that can be said about the whole subject that's been
discussed.

MR. MCCARTHY: Very well said, Mike.

MR. JOHN B. DINIUS: I'd liketo ask a questionthat's further to the comments that
Dan McCarthy made and follows up on Steve Radcliffe's questionregardingto whom
the surplus belongsin a demutualization. A few yearsago, a similardiscussionof
demutualization occurred with the chairman of John Hancock discussingthe issue and
assuring us that John Hancockhad no intention of demutualizinganytime soon. He
made the observationthat any largemutual company is probablyin many linesother
than the individual participating lines, and he spoke about the apparent inequity of
taking the surplusfrom all of these linesand retuming it to just the individuallife
policyholders. I wondered whether the answer to that is the same as the answer to
Steve's question, or whether this raisesa further issue, havingthe much larger
surplusthat doesn't even belongto the line of the participatingpolicyholders.

MR. MCCARTHY: I think it's a different question. Rrst, I did not intend to suggest in
my answer, and I don't think Steve intended to suggest in his question, that we were
talking about a distributionthat would go to individualpolicyholdersonly. In fact, in
every demutualizationthat has happened,or in the case of the Equitablethat is
presumablyabout to happen, that has not been the case. Distributionhas been to
participating policyholdersof all lines,and as it turns out, for mutualsdomiciled in
New York, of which Equitableis one, until recent years, that meant all policyholders,
at least in the parent. Now I'd be willingto argue that nonparticipatingpolicyholders,
of whom there are some, don't, in fact, have that interest. It was never part of their
deal; their contracts say so. They may have voting rights in somestates, by the
way, and in those cases they surrenderthose and need appropriatecompensation for
them. But I would not suggest that you look only at the history of the individual
policyholdersand give everythingto them.
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Now it raises an issue concerning orphan surplus. The easiest thing to do with
orphan surplus, in effect, is to distribute the orphan surplus in proportion to the
contributed surplus.

At least at Northwestern National, the orphan surplus was tracked by line and was
distributed within each line in proportion to the contributed surplus of the current
policyholders in that line and that had a difference. We would have gotten a very
different answer if it had been done a different way. The last thing I would point out
was an interesting aspect in the case of Union Mutual. It had maintained, prior to
demutualization, a dividend formula in which it explicitly returned to its individual
policyholders not only normal earnings of that line but a piece of the earnings of other
lines. This treated the individual life policyholders as having been the investors at the
outset, because that was the first line the company had. In effect, with demutuali-
zation, in addition to the distribution those policyholders got, they got an expectation
that, assuming continuation of experience, that level of dividends, which included that
contribution from other lines, would continue. I guess I would summarize, John, by
saying that when you look at these, you are struck by the fact that mutual compa-
nies are net all alike. In fact, every one is different, and a key in figuring out what is
defendable and fair, knowing that fair isn't a unique concept, is getting to understand
what the nature of the company is, what its history is, and how that is relevant to a
decision as to who most faidy gets what.

MR. SMITHEN: I just have a couple of comments on that. First of all, the issue you
raise is a very good one, particularly for the Canadiancompanies, where far and away
the majority of their liabilities are not participating. In fact, there could be the bizarre
situation where you stop selling par business completely, which is perfectly legal in
Canada, and eventually you don't have any par policies.

MR. MCCARTHY: You're not going to surrender your par policy, is that it?

MR. SMITHEN" I know we're not going to answer this, but I find it extremely
troubling. Most of the demutualizations so far, I guess all of them, have come about
because of raising capital. But what about the issue of the disgruntled policyholder
who sees he can get rich by a demutualization? Is that right? Is it appropriate? I'd
suggest not. I have no answer. If the current par generation doesn't own the
company, who does? I don't have an answer to that question, but the way the
answers come about is not very satisfactory.

MR. JAMES F. REISKYTL: I'm more interested in how to run a mutual company and
in your comments about managing capital. The question I ask is really related to
what you've just been commenting about. You said earlier you could, perhaps, put
capital in Indonesia at 15%, if I remember the number, or something like that. I
presume you would only do that if it was to the benefit of your mutual policyowners,
and you have an alternative of either investing in Indonesia or investing in General
Motors stock or something else. But I think the basic issue is of your par and nonpar
line, and who you really are. I think anything you wish to comment on in that
direction would be helpful, because you could leave me and the audience with
different impressions. I think managing capital is an interesting topic, but the question
is managing it for whom. Are you simply a self-filling pot at the end of the rainbow,
or do you have an objective?
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MR. SMITHEN: It's a fair question. We decided several years ago to manage our
operationeffectively like a mutual management holdingcompany with a bunch of
stock companies as subsidiaries, because we couldn't figure out any other logical way
to manage it, and there was no way to have a thriving dynamic operation, which is
important I think. If you manage in a pure mutual concept, which your company
might, but very few do, there is the danger of being quite a stagnant operation,
which in itself will not be in the best interest of the policyholders, because you won't,
perhaps, attract the best type of people, or perhaps you won't be doing creative new
things. So we adopted this concept, and it's important to know our history for this
too. We used to be a stock company, mutualized, and actually if we demutualized,
we might do it twice and be able to break your one-time only. So we decided -

MR. MCCARTHY: No, you'd have to mutualize again.

MR. SMITHEN: Yes, we probably would have to. To get a return on investment,
above what we can get outside investing in General Motors stock, your question is in
whose interest. If ratums are above those needed to manage the company in a way
I've anticipated, we pass that back to the par policyholders. We have elements in our
dividend scale recognizing the earnings on par business plus a portion, to the extent
there are any, of excess earnings on nonpar. The goal is to maximize the ratum to
our par policyholders. Is this the best way to do it? We think it is, but I recognize
there are other ways.

MR. MCCARTHY: I think the key in what Rob said is the goal. I think that's
consistent with the answer that was suggested in Jim's question, Mutual companies
have got to be able to answer that question, and I think the answer is the one that
Rob suggested. There are many different ways of getting there, but that's got to be
the answer.
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